Persistent Enlarged Occipital Sinus with Absent Unilateral Transverse Sinus
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Abstract

The occipital sinus may occasionally remain patent, but the incidence is extremely low and observed in less than 10% of cases. A persistent patent occipital sinus (POS) may be associated with other venous sinus abnormality. The absence of transverse sinus in association with POS is an extremely rare condition and not reported yet. The neuroradiologist, neurosurgeons, otolaryngologist, and neurologist must be aware of the possible existence of POS and other associated venous sinus anomaly, as its warrants very crucial modification of surgical planning, selection of appropriate approaches, and, additionally, may also critically limit the extent of surgical exposure of target, and may hinder intended extent of surgical excision of tumor and associated possibility of injury to POS, which may produce catastrophic hemorrhage, brain swelling, and neurosurgical morbidity. The authors report a 35-year-old male who underwent suboccipital craniotomy for right-side giant acoustic schwannoma. Following the raising bone flap, a markedly prominent, turgid, occipital sinus was observed, not placed exactly in the midline but deviated to the right side, causing further restraining of dural opening. Surgical nuances and intraoperative difficulty encountered along with pertinent literature is reviewed briefly.
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Introduction

Usually, patent occipital sinus (POS) is observed in <10% of human population. A persistent POS associated with absent transverse sinus is extremely uncommon occurrence and not reported. The neurosurgeon and otolaryngo-rhinologist should be aware about the possibility of associated venous sinus anomaly as it can affect surgical planning, selection of appropriate approaches, and may critically limit the surgical exposure of target. As routinely magnetic resonance (MR) venography is not routinely utilized for assessing the anatomy of venous sinus of posterior fossa lesion including cerebellopontine angle and cerebellar neoplasms, but authors advocate MR venography in addition to MR imaging (MRI) study should be made an integral part of neuroimaging study.

Case Report

A 35-year-old male patient presented with diminution of hearing on right side for 2 years and imaging revealed right-sided giant acoustic schwannoma. He was taken up for surgical excision after detailed prognostication and obtaining consent under general anesthesia in lateral position. After raising scalp flap and elevating bone flap, prominent occipital sinus was observed, which was not placed exactly in the midline but toward right side, associated with absent left side transverse and sigmoid sinus (►Fig. 1). The persistence occipital sinus caused limited availability of the overall exposed dural surface for intended durotomy and surgical exposure of schwannoma. The critically limited surgical exposure led to struggle and prolonged operative time with associated...
increased blood loss and difficulty encountered while preserving the neurovascular structure.

However, surgical ligation of the occipital sinus was not contemplated, in view of associated absent contralateral absent transverse sinus, in view of obliteration of venous return and brain bulge. Microscopic gross total surgical resection with anatomical preservation of facial nerve was performed. The postoperative period was uneventful. A reaper MRI brain with venography was planned in the immediate postoperative period; however, due to very poor economic status, he showed inability and so planned for interval MR venography during follow-up period, so that we can be able to judge the extent of surgical resection and look for any residual as well as patency of occipital sinus.

Discussion

The occipital sinus connects torcular to the marginal sinus. Occipital sinuses are considered as the smallest caliber among the all cerebral dural venous sinuses. Persistence occipital sinus is usually associated with absence or hypoplastic unilateral transverse sinus as well as sigmoid sinuses. It is commonly observed relatively in the neonate, but gradually disappears and may be present in approximately 10% of the normal population. Persistence of POS has important surgical significance in the selection of various surgical approaches for targeting lesions located in the posterior fossa including retrosigmoid approaches and finally concluded that 10 sides had demonstrable presence of anomaly of the dural sinus, but out of them, only one case was associated with the bilateral absent groove for transverse and sigmoid sinuses but rest had unilateral absence of transverse sinus groove. Tada et al reported a pediatric case with a diagnosis of neck swelling associated with intracranial sinus abnormality involving persistent enlarged occipital sinus and relatively much-narrowed caliber of the transverse sinus.

It is imperative that, when planning posterior fossa surgery including retrosigmoid surgical approach, the anatomy of venous sinus should also be considered as part of minimum imaging workup, including MR venography to avoid last-minute misadventure, intraoperatively after craniectomy. Further, if POS detected during any radiological study, it needs to be specially taken into account for surgical planning, and associated anomaly must be documented, and neurosurgical team must develop microsurgical technique in neurosurgical armamentarium to deal effectively and successfully without compromising patient safety and without aggravating neurological morbidity.

Conclusion

A persistent POS represents uncommon venous anomaly of venous sinus of posterior fossa and further may be associated with other venous sinus abnormality of the posterior cranial fossa. Absent transverse sinus with POS is an extremely uncommon occurrence but represent the important clinical entity and neurosurgical team. Neuroradiologist and otolaryngologist must be aware that POS with absent transverse and sigmoid sinus may necessitate surgical planning modification, appropriate micro-neurosurgical approaches selection, and additionally may limit the extent of surgical exposure for further emphasis of detailed neuroanatomy. Finally, neuroimaging is justified to avoid intraoperative chaos.
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